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MBDA KFK DEMONSTRATOR SUCCESSFULLY TESTED

The KFK missile undertook its first firing demonstration on 19 September 2012 at the military
training centre in Baumholder, Germany. This demonstrator was tested in the presence of
German officials with two successful unguided firings with the missile travelling the planned
distance in each case.
Under the project supervision of MBDA Germany, MBDA with the support of various government
offices has been financing a Technology Demonstration Programme with its own resources for
around one year. The missile concept was developed by building on the mission experience of
the German Bundeswehr and more generally on the lessons learned from recent conflicts.
Ongoing military missions have revealed the particular need for a compact, light-weight, lowcost, precision multipurpose weapon that can be transported and operated by a single operator.
The KFK concept is intended as an effective enhancement to existing shoulder-fired infantry
weapon systems, delivering highly precise effects against a large target spectrum whilst
enhancing gunner protection.
“We are pursuing this project drawing on multinational capabilities across MBDA. This
multinational approach is particularly interesting in view of the shrinking budgets in Europe's
defence markets. MBDA is breaking new ground here with respect to the rapid, multinational
implementation of innovative solutions for international customers” explains Peter Heilmeier,
Market and Business Development Director at MBDA Germany.
Further KFK test firings are planned for 2013.

Notes to editor
KFK stands for Kleinflugkörper which translates as “Small Missile”.
MBDA Germany is the leading missile systems company in Germany and part of the European
MBDA Group. MBDA Germany develops, manufactures and provides customer and product
support for guided missile systems and subsystems to the Air Force, Army and Navy. Today the
company focuses on air defence systems. Around 1,300 people are employed at its
Schrobenhausen, Ulm and Aschau/Inn facilities.
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With industrial facilities in five European countries and within the USA, in 2011 MBDA achieved
a turnover of 3 billion euros with an order book of 10.5 billion euros. With more than 90 armed
forces customers in the world, MBDA is a world leader in missiles and missile systems.
MBDA is the only group capable of designing and producing missiles and missile systems that
correspond to the full range of current and future operational needs of the three armed forces
(land, sea and air). In total, the group offers a range of 45 missile systems and countermeasures
products already in operational service and more than 15 others currently in development.
MBDA is jointly held by BAE SYSTEMS (37.5%), EADS (37.5%) and FINMECCANICA (25%).
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